
 

Make Your Mark As Part Of A Winning Team! 
 

Sales Advisor 

 
 

Marks Electrical Limited are a Leicester based retailer, with a turnover of over £30m annually. Specialising in home entertainment and 

domestic appliances, delivering to happy customers, nationally for over 30 years. 

 

The Role – It’s all about customer experience. 

 

The job is all about connecting with the customer, sharing your knowledge and expertise and bringing the products to life with passion.   

 

Based in our outstanding showroom on Boston Road as a Sales Advisor you will be the face of our brand – with the crucial job of 

greeting customers, making them feel comfortable and providing them with incredible advice and knowledge around our products you 

will ensure a fantastic customer experience every time, by answering their questions, taking them through the range on offer, asking the 

right questions through to closing the sale. 

 

There is a fair bit of time speaking to customers who call on our Sales line too wanting information on products, placing orders or simply 

looking for advice on the latest items we have to offer.  

 

It could be Jake looking for the latest 85 inch 8K TV to watch the football on with his mates, or a new Vacuum Cleaner for Sarah and 

her three cats Harry, Ron and Hermione, we are looking for Sales Advisors who can inject an unrivalled passion into the products, while 

being a Brand Ambassador for this family owned business. 

 

The showroom is open seven days a week, until 7pm each night through the week. We operate a rota system which ensures we balance 

the needs of our colleagues with the right level of people in store each day, so you may work all weekend or not, but we are as flexible 

and accommodating as we can be. 

 

About You 

 

We are looking for people with spark and ambition. Passionate about the latest innovations and about discovering how products can 

make a real difference to customers lives. 

 

Your interest in all things technological should match your passion and approachable personality with the ability to work well as part of 

a very close team. 

 

You’ll be big on customer service, and genuinely helpful on and off the telephone. 

 

 

If you think you have the necessary skills and experience then email your CV with a covering letter to personnel@markselectrical.co.uk 

explaining why you think you’re suitable for the role.  
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